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1: Christmas Song Song Lyrics | MetroLyrics
New Children's Christmas Song about the Shepherds and the Angels, with actions / motions, from Maynard's Groovy
Bible Tunes (www.enganchecubano.com). Based on Luke Video, MP3 and Sheet Music Downloads.

Let us now go to Bethlehem Luke 2: It was dark and yet there was light. Many of us recall the moment of the
birth of our first born. The trip to the hospital, the sterile environment, the presence of family and friends. But
on the first Christmas a young pregnant Jewess found herself without the decency of even a clean sheet on a
simple cot. In her hour of childbirth her bed was straw in a stable and when the baby was born, with trembling,
yet thankful, fingers she wrapped the baby in cloths and laid him in a manger. Down the hillside from the
small village was a group of common shepherds. While the big event was transpiring unannounced in
Bethlehem they had a surprise visit from heaven itself. And they found Him. Nestled on the top of a Judean
mountain about six miles south of Jerusalem, Bethlehem has had a long and memorable history. It is first
mentioned in scripture when Rachel died there and her heartbroken husband Jacob buried her just outside the
city Gen. It was in this same village that David as a boy tended the sheep of his father and where he was
anointed king by the prophet Samuel I Sam. It was Bethlehem, centuries before the coming of Christ, that
Micah foretold would be the birthplace of the coming Messiah Mic. As we walk through Bethlehem today it is
still a small village on the side of the same hill. Their tiny streets are invaded by over one million visitors each
year. Each of these pilgrims is there to visit the cave which rests underneath a large Byzantine Greek Orthodox
church which has stood since A. Today Bethlehem is a troubled village, awaiting like every other city in the
world the coming of the Prince of Peace. Our Lord was born into an environment in Bethlehem much like the
one that prevails today. Both were in refugee camps or small villages alongside a culture that was more
modern and influential. Both were victims of disgust and discrimination. And, both groups had an element
within them that was prone to calling for armed revolt and violence. It was into this environment that our Lord
entered our world. What do we mean? Bethlehem is a place of potential. It is a place of providence. It is a
place of privilege. Our Lord longs for each of us to become a Bethlehem in our own right. That is, a person of
potential, providence and privilege. Bethlehem is a place of potential Think of it. Of all the places for Messiah
to be born, God chose Bethlehem. One certainly would have expected Messiah to be born in Jerusalem or at
least any of the scores of towns in the region larger and more prominent than Bethlehem. But God has a way
of dwelling among the lowly. Bethlehem reminds us that the small shall be great and the last shall be first, that
God brings strength from weakness and brings the base things of the world to value and to nothing the things
that are valued. Yes, Bethlehem is a place of potential. Perhaps you feel insignificant, little among those
around you. You, like Bethlehem are just the person God can use. Bethlehem is a place of potentialâ€¦and so
are you! It may be that, like Bethlehem, you simply have not awakened to it yet. The Lord looked at him and
saw him not for who and what he was, but for who and what he had the potential to become. Jesus saw the
potential that was in his life. Three and a half years later, Peter reached that potential and became the
undisputed leader of the Jerusalem church. As the Lord looks into your life and my life He sees us not for
what we are now, but for what we could become. That is part of the message of Bethlehem. It is a place of
potential. Is your life a Bethlehem, a place of potential? But very quietly, almost unannounced and somewhat
incognito, He arrived in a seemingly insignificant little town, but a place of tremendous potential. God is
reminding us today that, even though we may seem somewhat insignificant in the eyes of the world, in His
eyes we have potential for greatness. See yourself as a Bethlehem today. You, too, are a person of potential.
But how could this be, since Mary and Joseph lived in Nazareth, 70 miles and several days journey to the
north? Bethlehem is not simply a place of potential, it is also a place of providence. God still works in the
affairs of men by His own design and sovereign will. But in reality there is so much more behind that verse.
The decree was not issued by Caesar but by God Himself! It was divine providence moving Caesar to issue
that decree. Caesar was but a pawn in the hand of God. If there was ever a place of providence it was
Bethlehem. God put the whole world in motion to fulfill His word. God is still at work in our world today.
God is moving behind the scenes in world affairs today. He is putting the whole world in motion to fulfill His
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word. There is tremendous euphoria over the unification of the European community especially in light of its
common currency. Could it be that behind it all is the hand of God fulfilling His word as He moves our world
toward the coming of a one-world government with an electrifying ruler who will emerge to offer world peace
and will be followed by the masses? Bethlehem is a place of providence even though the Jews of the first
century world could not see it. Put yourself in their place. They were oppressed by an invading government to
whom they despised paying taxes. They were inconvenienced and incurred unexpected expenses in order to
travel to Bethlehem to register for the Roman tax. The same is true for us. Many things which may appear on
the surface as problems may be nothing short of the hand of God getting us to our own Bethlehem. Perhaps
you feel as inconvenienced as Mary must have felt. Talk about inconvenience, Mary had to journey 70 miles
on the back of a donkey over the most rugged terrain imaginable while in her final trimester of pregnancy.
And all the while God is moving behind the scenes, orchestrating by His providence your situation or
circumstance and even allowing certain things to take place that do not appear to be of benefit to you. In order
to get you to Bethlehem so that you might see your potential and His providence. Is your life a Bethlehem?
Bethlehem reminds us that God fulfills His word. What He promises He performs no matter how
insurmountable the obstacles may seem to be. If you begin to doubt some of the promises He has made to you,
simply remember Bethlehem. It is a place of providence as well as potential. Bethlehem is a place of privilege
What an awesome privilege to be the hand-picked city to cradle the Son of God. Out of all the cities in the
world, why Bethlehem? It was the seat of religious power. But God was sending a message. The hope of the
world is not in religion. It was the center of political power. God wants everyone to know that the hope of the
world is not in politics. It was the center of intellectual power. But the hope of the world is not in philosophy.
God privileged the little town of Bethlehem because the hope of the world is in a Savior! Bethlehem is a place
of privilege. The Lord Jesus came on mission to Bethlehem and 33 years later that mission led Him to a cross
outside the city walls of Jerusalem. But before the cross was a cradle and that cradle was divinely placed in the
town of Bethlehem. But when the moment came, most of the village missed it. Divine moments come and go.
How are you going to recognize them? This very chapter could be a Bethlehem moment for you! Like
Bethlehem you too could awaken to a brand new world. The same Christ born in Bethlehem could be born
again in you. If we think Bethlehem is privileged to be the birthplace of our Lord, what a greater privilege for
Him to be born in us. When much of our world has never even heard His sweet name, what a privilege for
Him to reside in us.
2: Your Christmas Countdown | Days Until Christmas | Sleeps To Xmas
On each 25th day of the month - here at It's a Wonderful Movie" we Countdown to Christmas and "MARK" THE 25th - by
watching a Christmas movie! All who follow here are welcome to join along. (see details below!).

3: Childrens Christmas Service - "Let's Go To Bethlehem"
Lets Go Christmas the movie is a Holiday themed comedy derived from original characters from the series. Follow
creator @cclassave and look out for Season 2 Lets Go and more movies.

4: Let It Snow lyrics - Christmas songs | Christmas lyrics
The Christmas Card is such an incredible story about military service, sacrifice, and discovering a place that feels like
home again. When Master Sergeant Cody Cullen receives a random Christmas card from Nevada City, from a complete
stranger, Faith Spellman, he is instantly drawn to her and her picturesque town.

5: â€ŽLet It Be Christmas by Alan Jackson on Apple Music
The new song on the CD Let It Be Christmas is one of my favorite songs on any Christmas CD I have. I had the CD
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when it came out originally but it got a scratch on it and wouldn't play right again. I couldn't find it anywhere except on
eBay for a much higher price.

6: Christmas Songs 2 - Let It Be Christmas Lyrics | MetroLyrics
Let's Go Go Christmas. Various artists. November 26, out of 5 stars 5 customer reviews Start your day free trial of
Unlimited to listen to this album plus.

7: Let's Go Go Christmas - Various Artists | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
Let's Go To Bethlehem is a Kremer Resources childrens Christmas worship service. The program comes with
associated accompaniment music and the full score. Childrens Christmas programs are designed for WELS Christmas
services, LCMS Christmas services, ELS Christmas services, and ELCA Christmas services, but have been used for
Catholic and Protestant congregations also.

8: Let's Talk AboutChristmas! | Afternoon Coffee and Evening Tea
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow. (Sammy Cahn, Jule Styne, ) Oh, the weather outside is frightful, But the fire is so
delightful, And since we've no place to go, Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow.

9: Christmas Day: Let us now go to Bethlehem
If you would like to know how many sleeps there are left until Christmas then all you need to do is add 1 to the number
of days. For example if there is 0 days and 11 hours left until Christmas then that would be 1 sleep.
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